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In Galois fields, full of flowers 
Primitive elements dance for hours 
Climbing· sequentially through the trees 
And shouting occasional parities. 

S.B. Weinstein. 

1 Introduction 

Possibility of an application of polynomial forms for constructing Galois fields 
GF(2m) switching functions (GSF), the perspective of their using for syn
thesis of universal dynamically programmable logic modules and modes of 
layouts synthesis both for completely and incompletely defined functions were 
considered in [1,2]. The possibility of using GSF for constructing the new 
types of EPROMs and. PROMs is considered in this paper. 

As well known .EPROMs and. PROMs are widespread used in modern 
computer technique. However it demands the using of complicated and ex
pensive technology. They ha~e complicated logic structure. The typical 
EPROM-module includes .decoder, memory array, aµiplifier-shaper and so 
on. J\ll of this techp.ique increase.s delay time and cost of module. In this 
paper the_princip~lly n~w approach to the synthesis of a EPROM and PROM 
which is. based on the representa~ion of switching function of m arguments in 
elements of Galois GF(2m) field is suggested. As shown, the represent~ti~n 
of swit~hing functions in the form of Galois field poly~om is promising for 
the calculatiqn .and synthesis of EPROM. The active part of our EPRQM 
is purely combinatorial anq has no decoders, amplifiers, therefore, signai de
lays in them are minimal. Besides. the computer algebra application for the 
calculation of the Galois switching functions ( GSF) in the field GF('.r) is 
used. 

2 Basic attributes and 'definitions 
'· ' 

As the Galois field GF(2m) is a natural extension of a Boolean field, the repre
sentation of GSF as polynomials where both the variables and the.coefficients 
are field elements has a number of fundamental advantages. 



1. It is possible to perform algebraic operations on GSFs, which simplifies 
the problem of minimization and its formal representation. 

2. In a Galois field there are operations like addition, multiplication and 
division which give additional advantages over Boolean fields. 

3. The representation of switching functions in the form of polynomial 
makes it possible to use standard programming systems to. calculate 
complicated logic structures. 

4. Since the input and output states of a lo'gic structure are coded by 
field elements, the following state can be represented as a polynomial 
function of the current state and the current output. 

' 

5. The description of multivalued and multilevel schemes is very compact, 
, which simplifies their theoretical study [3]. 

The case p=2 is considered, however all results are valid for other simple 
p, therefore the actuality of the giveh direction is increasing with the'creation 
of multivalued logic devices [2]. Let us introduce a field of coefficients GF(2) 
with elements O and 1, modulo 2 addition as a field's addition operation and 
a conjunction as a field's multiplication operation. In this field the operations 
of addition and subtraction are completely identical. Introduce over GF(2) a 
field GF(2m) as a field of polynoms with.coefficients from GF(2) and degree 
less than m. The primitive root of ·irreducible polynom of degree rn with 
its all· degrees will play the role of variables. The degrees of the primitive 

· polynom cover all the field GF(2m ). The addition operation in this field is 
the usual operation of polynom's addition, where the coefficients are added 
in the field GF(2). Multiplication is a multiplication of polynoms in modulo 
of a polynom. The first rn degrees of primitive root a 0 ,a,a2, a 3 , ••. ,am-l are 
linearly independent and can be given as a basis of the Galois field. This 
means that any field 's element X can be represented in the form: 

(1) X = ao * a 0 + a1 *a+···+ am-1 .*am-:, 

where a; E 0, 1. If we take' any binary 'nur~ber (ao, a1, .' .. 'Um-~) of length m 

as .a set of coefficients a; from (1 ), we may interpret it as t.he element of the 
Galois field. 
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Menger has shown [4] that any switching function f(X) can be represented 
in the form ( and in a unique way) 

2m-1 

(2) f(X) = f(O) + L G;Xi, 
i=l 

2m-1 

(3) G; = L at(f(O) - Ji), 
j=l 

where Ji = f( Ctj ), and Ctj = ai - j-th degree of a. 

3 EPROM layout synthesis 

Starting from ( 1), when performing raising to a power by means of multipli
cation of (1) by itself (appropriate number of times), one gets all the Xi from 
(2) in polynomial form. Iffor a concrete switching function coefficients G; are 
calculated from formula (3) and its values with degrees of X in polynomial 
form are substituted into (2), after eliminating of equal values we can get a 
GF(2) polynom system. Each polynom will be represented as a coefficient of 
basic element ai. However,in this case the values of G; will be hardwired in 
layout. 

We separate .EPROM to the active and passive parts. The active part 
of EPROM changes its states in each clock but the passive one reserves all 
preliminary loaded adjusting coefficients and does not change its states when 
process of access to memory. The variable X is the input for active part of 
EPROM. Coefficients G; are loaded into passive part of EPROM (file regis
ters) in sequential mode. G; are represented in the general polynomial form 
through basis as we have represented X in (1 ):G; = b;0 a9 + • • · + b;m-i am-l. 
The given expressions with the expressions for all' Xi are substituted into 
(2). As a result we will get the required polynom for EPROM, in which X 
and all G; are variables given via expansion in the basis. On its basis one can 
synthesize EPROM, X and all G; being inputs for layout, but G; are loaded 
from passive part of EPROM. To adjust EPROM to a concrete function it is 
enough to calculate values of all G; for this function from formula (3) and to 
load them into file registers. The values of G; are directed to the inputs of 
layout together with the values of X during operating EPROM. The expres
sions obtained for Xk are bulky, therefore all the calculations are performed 
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on computer. Using the fact that Xk = X x xk- 1 , the layout of EPROM 
can be simplified by means of increasing the number of cascades in it, i.e. 
by increasing the delay time [2]. For example, only even parity degrees of X 
can be realized (their expressions in average simpler), and odd parit.y degrees 
are obtained on the further cascade by means of multiplication x 21+1 = Y X, 
where Y is outputs from layout of X 21 and l=l,2, ... ,(2m-I - 1)/2 . 

Example 1. For the Galois field GF(24
) and the irreducible polynom 

x 4 = x + 1 formula (2) has the following form: 

. . F(X) = F(O) + G1X + G2X2 + · · · + G15X15 = F(O) + (G1X + G2X 2 + G3X 3]+ 

X 4(G4 + GsX + G6X2 + G1X3] + X 8 [Gs + GgX + G10X2 + G11X3]+ 

X 12 (G12 + G13X + G14X2 + G1sX3]. 

Substituting the expressions for G; and Xk in polynomial form we get a 
two-cascade layout of the calculation of any 4~input switching function ( 4 
input EPROM). The first cascade represents the calculation of the expres
sions in brackets, the second is the realization of the remaining operations of 
multiplication and addition. However, the expressions for X 3

, ·X12 are still 
large. Using only the e~pressions for X, X2, X4, X 8

, we get thidollowing 
expressions for F(X): 

F(X) .= F(O) + G1X + G2X2 + G3X2X + G4X4 + GsX4X + G6X4X 2+ 

G1X4X 2 X + GsX8 + G9X8 X + G10X8 X 2 + G11X8 X 2 X-\- G12X8 X 4+ 
''I 

G13X8 X 4X +G14X8 X 4 X 2 + G1sX8 X 4X 2X = 
F(O) + [X8(Gs+ G12X4)] + (G1 + X 8(G9 + G13X4)]X + [G2 + G3X + 

8 4 '2 · 2· 4 X (G10 + G11X + G14X )]X + (G4 + GsX +(Ge,+ G1X)X ]X + 

G11;[(X8 X 4)(X2 X)]. 

The general layout of suggested EPROM is shown on fig.l. It includes the 
coincidence matrix with m + m(2m - 1) inputs, file register having m(2m - 1) 
registers, sequential interface and group of modulo 2 'adders.· The coincidence 
matrix and modulo 2 adders are active parts of the EPROM. The sequential 
interface is used for loading the adjusting coefficients into file register. Two 
modes of suggested modules can be,constructed. The first is'. in EPROM 
type' and the second one is in. the •view of PROM. Technology of creating 
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file register must be energy depenaent in the first mode because the data 
must be saved after source power turn off. However if file register is a usual 
trigger register or dynamic memory, all coefficients must be loaded at the 
beginning of the. work from host computer. Since the file register does not 
demand high speed it may be realized by means of cheep technology. \Ve 
need not file register in the second case. It is enough to program the values 
of logic level~ (high-low) for reserving.of beforehand calculated coefficients 
for instance through the fuse-programmable method. We can see from fig.l 
that delay time TEP ROM is TEP ROM = Tc+ Tm, where 1~ is the delay time in 
coincidence matrix and Tm is the delay in the modulo 2 adder. As known a 
modulo 2 adder realized in usual AND-gates. That is the reason of high speed 
of suggested type of EPROMs and PROMs. The active part has polynomial 
structure, all expressions are known in analytical form that is the reason to 
use computer algebra and analytical calculation for their synthesis in hard
ware. The analog schemes are absent in the active part of our unitsthat lead 
to high reliability of suggested EPROM. 

For the calculation of G; the EPROM layout itself may be used. It is 
sufficient to load .into registers of preserving of G; the values of the fu.nctions 
F; for all i=l, ... ,2m - 1 and sequentially p~1t into the inputs of layout values· 
of X = 0:-k, where k=l,.,.,2m - 1 (for k = 2m - 1 value f(0) is added). On 
the output we get the required values of G; with the minimal time delay. 
It is possible also to use systolic structures for the calculation of G;. If for 
readjusting EPROM from one function to another only a small number of 
values of outputs is changed, changes of the volume of the calculati01~ for 
(3) will be drastically reduced. So by changing one value of the output at 
the point O:k from the old Fkoid to the new An,w expression (3) becomes as 
follows: Ginew = G;old + (Fknew - Fko1J0:-;;i, for all i = 1, ... , 2m - 1. 

4 Construction of EPROM through 
' ' 

EPROM of a less number of inputs 

With increasing m the complexity of the expression for EPROM increases, 
therefore it would be useful to get values of any switching function of m 
inputs by means of EPROM of a lesser number of inputs/outputs, in other 
words, working in Galois fields of lesser order. Let us c01;sider any function 
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F with m inputs and m outputs. The domai~ of its definition X is a set 
ofaU binary of. m length. Let Y be a domain of values of F (the length 
m binary number). We assume that the inputs/outputs of the functiori are 
from left to right. Let us call for convenience m 1 left inputs/outputs lower, 
the remaining.m2 = m - m 1 inputs/outputs higher (we have m > m1 ~ m2). 
Partitioning Xinto 2m2 classes· I{;_ is as follows: element x from X belongs 
to K; if its higher bits represent number i in binary form. Each class has 2i 
elements. They differ only in lower bits. In each K; let us define a pair of 
functions F;1 and F;2 as follow~. Any x b~longing to K; may be represented 
in the form ( X1, X2, ... , Xmt, Xm1+1, . .. , Xm), ( Xm+1, . .. , Xm)' being a constant 
for any x from I{;. If y = F( x ), then y can be also represented in the form 
(y1, Y2, ... , Ymi, Ym 1 +1, ... , Ym), a~d in accordance with the definition assume 
F; 1 ( x) = ( Yt, ... , Ym 1 ) and F;2 = (Ym 1 + 1, ... , Ym)- As for each I<; the high
order bits of inputs values are constant, we may take for any F;

1 
(l = 1,2) as 
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inputs only lower bits, and consequently to realize it in m1 inputs/outputs 
of EPROM. For each F;1 let us calculate from expression (3) coefficients G;,i 
for i1 = 0, ... , 2m2 

- 1, j = l, ... , 2m1 
- 1. Designate as x~ an input element 

from I<; that has lower bits equaled zero. Then we may get the values of the 
function F (separately lower and higher bits) by formulae analogous to (2) 
through GF(2m1 field operations: 

·( )-~2m2-1F( ') (" ) ~2m1-lG' j G' -~2m2-1Q ... F,, X - L..,i=O X; p i, X + L..,j=l i1jX ' i1j - L..,i1=0 •1Jp(1,x)' 

where X = (x1 , •.. , Xm1 ), p(i, x) equal 1, when the higher bits of x coin-
cide with i in the binary representation and equal zero otherwise. In other 
words, p( i, x) is a term from all ( Xm 1 + 1, ... , Xm2 ) and x k is negated if in the 
k-th position of the number i in the binary representation is 0. To obtain all 
the bits of the outputs, 2 EPROMs with m1 inputs/outputs are necessary. 
The mode with EPROM with m1 inputs/outputs and EPROM with m2 in
puts/outputs is possible. Then G;j from F;

1 
is put into the first EPROM, 

but G;j from F;2 is put into the second EPROM (with m2 inputs/outputs), 
besides for the second EPROM the lower bits act as the higher ones and vice 
versa. In this case the memory capacity for storing the adjusting coefficients 
is equal to the storage for EPROM for m inputs/outputs, but layouts for 
EPROM themselves are simpler because of a lesser number of inputs/outputs. 
The global structural scheme for m = 5, m1 = 3 and m2 = 2 is represented 
in figure 2. It is obvious that the problem is simplified for a function with 
the number of outputs less than the number of inputs. In this case one can 
take m1 equal to a number of outputs, and EPROM for obtaining F;

2 
is not 

needed. So if the structural scheme in fig.2 for m=5 inputs had 3 outputs, 
I 8 x 4 matrix for GF(22

) would be absent. 
I 1 

! ! 5 Synthesis of ROM and sequential 
automata 

Let us show the rules for synthesis of ROM and sequential automata as 
particular case of PROM in the concrete example . 

Example 2. Let us calculate the scheme of sequential automata and 
ROM simultaneously having capacity 24 for bit words. The Galois field 
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GF(24
) elements generated over the irreducible polynomial X 4 + X + 1 ar

range correspondingly in increasing order of their powers at the inputs in 
case of sequential automata. At the outputs we obtain the same elements in 
the given sequence (as shown in Table). The Galois field GF(24

) elements 
in increasing order of their powers can be rather simply obtained with the 
help of the counter in the GF(24

). It is a shift register with the logical oppo
site connections. If we carry unit into the low-order digit and zeros into the 
other ones the successive shifts of the register will give us presentation of the 
a 1 element powers and the root of the polynomial X 4 + X + 1 as they are 
shown in Table on the left. To construct a scheme the sequential automata 
and ROM it is necessary to calculate 15 coefficients in the polynomial GSF 
representation of 4 variables. 

Table 

Inputs Outputs 

X = Xo,X1,X2,X3 F(X) 
0 = 0000 0 = 0000 · 
a0 = 1000 a1 == 0100 
a1 = 0100 0 = 0000 
a2 = 0010 · a7 = 1101 

a3 == 0001 a5 = 0110 
a4 = 1100 a 10 = 1110 
a5 = 0110 a11 = 0111 
a6 = 0011 a13 = 1011 
a7 = 1101 0 = 0000 
a8 = 1010 a3 = 0001 
a9 = 0101 a14 = 1001 
a10 = 1110 a3 = 1001 

. a11 = 0111 0 = 0000 
a12 = 1111 a8 = 1010 
a13 = 1011 a4 = 1100 
a14 = 1001 .a0 = 1000 
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By calculation of the G( k) coefficients and elimination of similar terms 
on computer we get the following switching functions. 

XoX1 + X2 + XoX2 + XoX3 + X1X2 + X1X3 + XoX1X3 + X1X2X3+ 

XoX1X2X3 <au> 

Xu+ X2 + X3 + .\\X3 +XoX1X3 + X1X2X3 < a1 > . 
X3 + XoX1 + XoX3 + X1X2 + X1X3 + X1X2X3 + XoX1_,\.2X3 < a2 ::::, 

X2 + X1X3 + XuX1X3 + XoX2X3 < a
3 > 

With the aid of these functions a scheme of sequential automata shown in 
fig.3 was obtained. Such schemes can be used to get a given sequence of 
.binary digits for exan1ple in microprogramming control devices. It is enough 
to turn off feedbacks and to load parallel-in according address codes to the 
inputs of address counter for using this scheme. 

6 Conclusion 

The nPw variant of a programmable memory unit is suggested. This one 
may have higher speed and reliability in compare with already known units 
because an active part of si1ch unit consist only from AND-gate elemi:nts. 
Suggested EPROM can be used as module of associative processors or uni
versal dynamic programmable logic module. The basic problem is as follows: 
when the number m is big the complement researches are required due de
mand of large calculation of adjusting coefficients in GSF polynomial form 
and aids of optimization multistage schemes (for example the delay times 
and required AND-gates). The support is needed for this researches . 
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AJ!eKcaH,1pou II.H. H ,1p. El0-94-513 
HOBblH THU uporpaMMHpyeMOH uaMllTH C anre6paw1eCKOH crpyKTypoii. 

IlpeJIJIOlKeH upmru,nunanhHO HOBbIH ITOJIXOJI K CHHTe3y EPROM H PROM, 6a:i11pyroru,11i1csi . 
Ha ITOJIHHOMHILJibHOM upe,1CTaBJieHHH nepeKJIIOqaTeJibHb!X <PYHK~HH m nepeMeHHbIX B ITOJISIX ranya 
GF (2"m). EPROM ,1eJimcsi Ha aKrnseyro H nacCHBHyIO qacrn. AKrnsHasi qacrh EPROM MeHsieT 

· CBOH COCTOSIHHSI B KalK,IOM TaKTe, B nacCHBHOH xpaHllTCSI Bee npe,1BapHTeJibH0 3arpylKeHHbie Ha
CTpoeqHbie Kosqi<fimtnemi.1; iie MeHsiroru,ne cuon cocTOSIHHSI n upo~ecce ,1ocryna K naMsirn. Ko,1b1 
a,1pecou ·SIBJISIIOTCSI uxo,1aMH .ztnsi aKTHBH0H qacrn EPROM. ITpe,1uapnTeJibHO uo,1cqiuaHHb1e 
uo <POPMYJie MeHrepa HacrpoeqHbie Kosqiqm~neHTbI 3arpylKaIOTCSI a nacmseyro qacTb EPROM 
(qiafu!osbIH perncTp) a noCJie,1osaTeJibHOH Mo,1e •. AKTHBHasi qacTb upe)VlaraeMoii EPROM co
,1eplKHT TOJlbKO AND~BeHTHJIH H He HMeeT ,1eKo,1epOB H upe,lyCHJIHTeJieH, nOSTOMY 3a,1eplKKH B Heji 
MHHHMILJibHb!. Jl:JISI 60JiblIIHX m up11MeHSieTCSI cynepuo3H~HSI B UOJISIX raiiya MeHbllleH pa3MepHOCTH. 
Jl:JISI BbiqHCJieHHSI KOsqicjm~HeHTOB uepeKJiroqaTeJibHb!X <PYHK~HH npHMeHSleTCSI KOMITblOTepHaSI 
~~- , 

, ,I 

Pa6orn BbIITOJIHena a Jla6oparnpHH BbICOKHX sHeprnii OIUIII~ • 
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• The principally new approach to the synthesis of EPROMs and PRO Ms which is based on the ~ep-. 
resentation in· a polynomial form of switching· functions of. ,ij' arguments is elements of Galois 
GF (2"m) field is suggested. We separate EPROM to the active and passive parts. ,The active part 
of EPROM changes its states in each clock but the passive one reserves all preliminary loaded adjusting 
coefficients and does not change its states in the process of time access to memory~ A code of address 
is the input for active part of EPROM. Polynomial coefficients that are preliminary calculated through 
the formula of Menger are loaded into passive part of EPROM· (file registers) in the sequential mode. 
The active part of our EPROM includes.AND-gates only and has no decoders, amplifiers, therefore, : 
signal delays in them are minimal. The superposition of Galois fields GF (2"ml) and GF (2"m2), 
where ni = ml + · m2, · is applied for large m. Besides,"· the computer. algebra application· 
for. the calculation of the Galo_is switching functions in the field GF ($2"m$) is used .. 
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